Taishoff, Jerome; b. Russia, ca 1900; d. New York City 1964. • Investment banker, developer of mica, philanthropist, art collector, NYC; fdr Jerome Taishoff Found; governor LI U; officer Air Force Historical Found. • See: *NYTimes*, Dec 21 1964, 29:1.


To US 1940. • PhD U St Petersburg, engineering degree Imperial Inst of Technology (Moscow). • Rubber technologist, invented process to make latex foam; benefactor Haifa Technion; author in field. • See: *NYTimes*, Oct 17 1961, 39:3.


AB Clark, MD Harvard. • Pediatrician, communal ldr, Worcester; bd Child Guidance Clinic; officer United Jewish Charities, New England Conf of Jewish Social Service Agencies; WWI service. • See: *AJYB*, 41:432; *WWIIA*, 1938.

Talmo, Joseph; b. Worcester, Sep 3 1894.

AB, MA Clark, Columbia; LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, Worcester; officer Jewish Community Council, Zionist Org of Am, bar assn, War Veterans Assn; WWI service. • See: *WWIIA*, 1928, 1938.

Temel, William; b. Russia, July 22 1892.

BS CCNY, St Lawrence U. • Lawyer, CPA, tchr, communal worker, NYC; worked with aliens for Bd of Education. • See: *BEOAJ*.

Tanenbaum, Leon; b. ca 1860; d. NYC, May 14 1858; NITimes, Aug 5 1947.

To Berlin 1908; to NYC 1899. • DDS NYU. • Dentist, NYC; ldr, chief Montefiore Hospital dental dept; faculty NYU, Columbia; officer professional orgs; author in field; military service. • See: *AJYB*, 77:600-01; *WWIIA*, 1938, Sep 8 1975, 34:4.


Tanenbaum, Martin; b. Mt Vernon, NY, Jan 8 1916; d. NYC, Mar 24 1970.

Fordham, Brooklyn Law. • Textile business exec, philanthropist; exec Yonkers Raceway; a fdr Garment Center Cong; bd JTS; interested in retarded children, City of Hope. • See: *AJYB*, 72:546; *NYTimes*, Mar 25 1970, 47:1.

Tancr, David; b. Lodz, Oct 3 1896; d. NYC, Sep 6 1975.

To US 1896, to NYC 1899. • DDS NYU. • Dentist, NYC; ldr, chief Montefiore Hospital dental dept; faculty NYU, Columbia; author in field; military service. • See: *AJYB*, 77:600-01; *WWIIA*, 1938, Sep 8 1975, 34:4.

Tananbaum, Alfred A; b. NYC, Oct 17 1885; d. NYC, Nov 1947.


Tananbaum, Leon; b. ca 1860; d. NYC, Mar 28 1923.

Real estate operator, philanthropist, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 25:141; *NYTimes*, Mar 30 1923, 17:5.

Tananbaum, Moses; b. NYC, May 14 1858; d. Irvington, NY, Oct 1937.


Tankel, Stanley B; b. Mt Vernon, NY, ca 1912; d. Brooklyn, Mar 1968.

Yale, BA, MA Harvard; Home designer; dir Regional Plan Assn; active landmark preservation, parks, beautification. • See: *NYTimes*, Apr 1 1968, 45:3.

Tankus, Morris; b.*; d. Chicago, Mar 15 1938.

Workmen's Circle ldr, communal worker, Chicago. • See: *AJYB*, 40:393.

Tannen, Julius; b. Chicago, ca 1881; d. Hollywood, CA, Jan 1965.

Actor, vaudeville & film monologist, Forest Hills, LI; lost telegraph, is Heb Orphan Asylum (NYC). • See: *AJYB*, 24:209; *NYTimes*, Jan 5 1965, 33:2.
Tannenbaum, Abner; b. Shirwint, Russia, Mar 1 1848; d. July 1913. To NYC 1887. • Yiddish & Heb journalist, translator, novelist, NYC; translated Jules Verne into Yiddish; contributor Der Morgenstern, Tageblatt. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):200, 16(1914-1915):166; Eisenstadt, 53; NYTimes, July 20 1913, II 114.

Tannenbaum, Albert; b. Chicago; d. Sep 14 1980. MD Rush Med School. • Physician, cancer specialist, Chicago, La Jolla, CA; WWII mem Manhattan Project. • See: WWWIA, 7.

Tannenbaum, Frank; b. Austria, Mar 4 1893; d. NYC, 1969. To US 1905. • AB Columbia, New School, PhD Robert Brokings Grad School for Politics & Economics. • Penologist, economist, author; newspaper correspondent Mexico; research staff Inst of Economics (Washington DC); faculty Columbia; conducted surveys of prisons, economics of Mexico. • See: UJE; WWL4., 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; NYTmes, June 2 1969, 45:1.

Tannenbaum, Jacob; b. ca 1856; d. reported Oct 1 1937. Pioneer Zionist, Hewlett, LI. • See: AJYB, 40:393.


Tannenbaum, Samuel Aaron; b. Hungary, Mar 1 1874; d. Oct 31 1948. To US 1886. • CCNY, MD Columbia. • Psychotherapist; author/editor/bibliographer in field & English literature. • See: UJE; WWL4., 1928, 1938; BEOAJ; WWL4., 2; NYTmes, Nov 1 1948, 23:3.

Tannenbaum, Samuel William; b. NYC, Mar 3 1890. AB, MA, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, copyright consultant, NYC; advisor UNESCO; officer bar assns; WWI service. • See: WWL4., 8.

Tannenbaum, Simon; b. ca 1873; d. Mar 1 1937. Physician, NYC; with Health Dept; med dir Sydenham Hospital. • See: AJYB, 39:598; NYTmes, Mar 2 1937, 21:3.

Tannenbaum, William Marcus; b. Odessa, Nov 27 1887. To US 1892. • LLB Kent Coll of Law. • Lawyer, Chicago; active synagogues. • See: WWL4., 1938.


Tansman, Alexander (Alexandre); b. Lodz, 1897. In US 1941-1946. • Conservatories (Lodz, Warsaw). • Composer, pianist, conductor, author; composed film music, US. • See: UJE; EF.


Tarchowski, Sidney; b. Ekaterinoslav, Jan 6 1908; d. NYC, Dec 5 1965. To US in childhood. • MD Marquette, MD Columbia. • Psychotherapist, psychoanalyst, cellist, IA, Brooklyn; faculty IA State, Downstate Med Center; officer med socs; author/editor in field. • See: AJYB, 67:343-44; NYTmes, Dec 6 1965, 37:4.


Tatarsky, Herman; b. ca 1831; d. NYC, Feb 1922. Rabbi, composer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 24:103.

Tarica, Harry S; b. Island of Rhodes, Sep 17 1888. To US in childhood. • MD Marquette, MD Columbia. • Chiropractor, Seattle; fdr Sephardic Talmud Torah; trustee Jewish Welfare Soc; officer professional assns. • See: WWL4., 1938.


Tarlow, John Elias; b. Russia, June 11 1881. To US 1890. • Wholesale tobacco jobber & importer, Chicago. • See: WWL4., 1938.

Tarshish, Allan; b. Baltimore, Oct 12 1907; d. 1982. AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll, • Rabbi, Hazelton, PA; officer Anti-Defamation League; bd Anthracite Reciprocal Trade Comm, Community Chest, Salvation Army; active Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: WWL4., 1938; CCAARYB.


Tarshish, Perez; b. Lithuania, ca 1869; d. Baltimore, Oct 18 1941. Heb school teacher & principal, scholar, Baltimore; officer Mizrahi; lecturer on Talmud, Bible, Jewish education. • See: AJYB, 44:345.

Tarshi, Alfred; b. Warsaw, Jan 14 1902. To US 1939. • PhD U Warsaw; honorary degree. • Logician; fdr logical semantics; faculty U Warsaw, U CA (Berkeley); author in field. • See: EF; WWL4., 8.


Tartakower, Arich; b. Brody, Poland, 1897. JD U Vienna. • Communal historian & sociologist; expert on Jewish emigration; staff Inst of Jewish Sciences (Warsaw); pres Jewish Emigrant Aid Soc (Poland); author in field. • See: UJE.


Tashk; See Zevin, Israel Joseph.


Taubenhaus, Jacob Joseph; b. Safed, Oct 20 1864; d. Bryan, TX, Dec 13 1937. To US 1902. Agricultural School (Palestine), Natl Farm School, BS, MS Cornell, PhD U PA. Plant pathologist; with DE Experiment Station, TX Agricultural Experiment Station; faculty TX A&M; author in field. See: WWLAJ, 29:330; NYTimes, July 19 1939, 193.


Taub, Abraham; b. NYC, Sep 21 1809; d. NYC, Dec 20 1845. To US 1800. PhG, PhCh, BSC, Coll of Pharmacy (NYC), AM Columbia. Pharmacologist, NYC; faculty Columbia; active revision of US Pharmacopoeia; author in field. See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ.


Taubenblatt, Sam; b. Memphis, Feb 26 1896. LLB U Memphis. Lawyer, acting county judge, Memphis; trustee synagog; WWII service. See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Taubenhaus, Joseph; b. Safed, Oct 20 1864; d. Bryan, TX, Dec 13 1937. To US 1902. Agricultural School (Palestine), Natl Farm School, BS, MS Cornell, PhD U PA. Plant pathologist; with DE Experiment Station, TX Agricultural Experiment Station; faculty TX A&M; author in field. See: UJE, AJYB, 24:209; 40:393; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAJ, WWLAJ, 4; NYTimes, Dec 15 1937, 25:4.


Taubenschlag, Raphael (Rafael); b. Galicia, 1881; d. 1958. To US ca 1940, to Poland 1947. Papyrologist, legal historian; faculty U Cracow, U Warsaw, New School, Columbia; fdr, editor Journal of Juridical Papyrology; author in field. See: UJE, EJ.


Taubman, Howard; b. NYC, 1907. Cornell. Music critic, author; with NYTimes. See: UJE.


Taussig, Edward David; b. St Louis, Nov 20 1847; d. Jan 29 1921. US Naval Academy. Rear admiral, US Navy; raised as Unitarian; Civil War service. See: EJ; EJ (sub Tausig); WWLAJ, 1; NYTimes, Jan 30 1921, 22:4.


Taussig, Rudolph Julius; b. NYC, Feb 1 1861; d. Jan 24 1922. CCNY. Merchant, civic ldr, book collector, San Francisco; regent U CA; pres Mechanics Inst; author on history. See: AJYB, 24:103, 209.

Taussig, William; b. Prague, Feb 28 1826; d. St Louis, July 10 1913.
Tavel, Henry

To NYC ca 1847. • U Prague, MD St Louis Med Coll. • Physician, businessman, county judge, Internal Revenue collector, civic ldr, St Louis; pres Bd of Education; ldr Ethical Culture Society; distinguished himself during cholera epidemic; active liberal Republican politics. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):166; W.W.I.A., 1; DAB; NYTimes, July 11 1913, 9:5.


Tax, Sol b. 1907. Anthropologist, Chicago; specialty: North Am Indians; faculty U Chicago; editor in field. • See: EJ.


Taxon, Morris Nathan; b. Edwabna, Lomze, Poland, ca 1892; d. Memphis, Feb 24 1942. RIETS, CCNY, OH State, Omaha U. • Rabbi, communal fundraiser, Memphis; earlier Columbus, OH, Omaha, Dallas; pres Texas Zionist Assn; bd Jewish Fed for Social Services (Dallas). • See: AJYB, 44:345; W.W.I.A., 1926.

Taylor, Henry Keller; b. NYC, May 9 1894. MD NYU. • Physician, radiologist, NYC; faculty NYU, Columbia; officer professional assn; author in field; WWI service. • See: UJE; W.W.I.A., 1938.


Tcherikower, Elia (Eliahu); b. Poltava, 1851; d. Palenville, NY, Aug 24 1943. To NYC 1915, to NYC 1940. • Art School (Odessa), U St Petersburg. • Historian; ldr Yiddish Inst; co-fdr Ostjüdisches Historisches Archives; active Jewish Cong movement; in trouble for Socialist-Zionist, Social-Democratic activities; author in field. • See: EJ, AJYB, 46:146.

Tcherikower, Rebecca (Mrs Elias Tcherikower); b. Poltava, 1884; d. NYC, July 7 1963. To US 1940. • Archivist, Yiddish Inst. • See: EJ (sub Tcherikower, Elias); AJYB, 65:438; NYTtimes, July 9 1963, 31:1.

Tchernowitz, Chaim (pseud=Ray Za’ir); b. Sebesh/Schebo, Vitebsk, Nov 25 1871; d. NYC, May 15 1949. To NYC 1921. • U Berlin, U Halle, U Berne, ordained Berlin, PhD U Würzburg; honorary degrees. • Talmudic scholar, Heb author, Zionist; fdr rabbinical seminary (Odesza); faculty Jewish Inst of Religion; ed, ldr Bitalaram. • See: UJE; EJ, AJYB, 51:524; W.W.I.A., 1928, 1938; NYTtimes, May 16 1949, 213.

Tcherenowitz, Samuel; b. 1880; d. 1929. Journalist, publicist, author; ed Hebrew monthly Mozaamim. • See: UJE (sub Tcherenowitz, Chaim).


Tedesche, Sidney Saul; b. Elmwood Place, OH, Apr 9 1890; d. Hollywood, FL, May 18 1962. AB U Cincinnati, BHL Heb Union Coll, PhD Yale, LLB St Johns. • Rabbi, author, New Haven, Brooklyn; orgr Fedn of Jewish Charities (San Antonio); mem Com for Unemployed (Springfield, IL); bd Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: UJE; AJYB, 64:496; W.W.I.A., 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; W.W.I.A., 8; NYTimes, May 19 1962, 27:3.

Teichman, Sabina; b. NYC. BA, MA Columbia. • Artist, NYC. • See: W.W.I.A., 8.

Teichman, Sidney Saul; b. Elmwood Place, OH, Apr 9 1890; d. Hollywood, FL, May 18 1962. AB U Cincinnati, BHL Heb Union Coll, PhD Yale, LLB St Johns. • Rabbi, author, New Haven, Brooklyn; orgr Fedn of Jewish Charities (San Antonio); mem Com for Unemployed (Springfield, IL); bd Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: UJE; AJYB, 64:496; W.W.I.A., 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOAf; W.W.I.A., 8; NYTimes, May 19 1962, 27:3.


Teicher, Sidney; b. Williamsburg, VA, Aug 30 1882. LLB U VA. • Lawyer, mfr, Portland, OR, Norfolk; commr OR uniform state laws; officer professional orgs, B’nai B’rith; exec comm U VA. • See: W.W.I.A., 1938, 1939; W.W.I.A., 7.


Teitelbaum, Joel; b. Sigut, Rumania, Jan 13 1887; d. NYC, Aug 19 1979. To US 1946. • Ultra-Orthodox ldr, rabbi, educator, Brooklyn; fdr Satmar yeshiva movement (Rumania); ldr Satmar Hassidic community (Brooklyn); pres Central Rabbincal Cong of the US & Canada. • See: AJYB, 81:373.

Teitelbaum, Louis Jerome; b. NYC, June 28 1891. Spencerian Commercial School (Cleveland). • Automobile jobbing exec, Marion, OH; officer B’nai B’rith; dir Natl Jewish Hospital; WWI service. • See: W.W.I.A., 1938.

Teitelbaum, Samuel; b. Felsztyn, Galicia, Apr 28 1901. To US 1908. • Washington U (St Louis), AB Harvard, MHL, ordained Jewish Inst of Religion. • Rabbi, Ft Smith, AR; fdr UAR Hillel, AR Jewish Assembly; active Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: W.W.I.A., 1938.

Teitelbaum, Leib; b. ca 1887; d. NYC, Feb 26 1941. Rabbi, Bronx. • See: AJYB, 43:364.

Teitelbaum, Marcus; b. ca 1849; d. NYC, Sep 16 1914. Merchant, Nashville. • See: AJYB, 17(1915-1916):223.


Teitze, Pinchas Mordecai; b. Riga, 1908. To US 1934. • Rabbi, newspaper editor, radio lecturer, Latvia, Elizabeth; ldr United Orthodox Community; officer Union of Orthodox Rabbis. • See: EJ.
Telukuski, Carrie G; b. Syracuse, ca 1863; d. NYC, Jan 30 1943.
Communal worker, NYC; a fdr Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies; dir Home of the Daughters of Israel, Heb Convalescent Home. • See: AJYB, 45:395; NTimes, Feb 1 1943, 15:5.

Publisher, editor, Las Vegas; fdr Las Vegas Israelite; earlier with Billboard, NTimes. • See: AJYB, 81:376.

Teller, Albert J; b. 1900; d. NYC, Mar 1911.
Communal worker, bookkeeper, debater, NYC; active YMHA, youth work. • See: AJYB, 13(1911-1912):138; NTimes, Mar 16 1911, 9:3.

Realtor, communal ldr, Philadelphia; pres Jewish Exponent Publishing Co; officer Jewish Foster Home, Jewish Maternity Hospital Assn, synagog. • See: UJE, AJYB, 6(1904-1905):374.

Communal worker, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 8(1906-1907):224.

Teller, Edward; b. Budapest, 1908.
To US 1935. • Controversial nuclear physicist; faculty Washington U (St Louis), U CA (Berkeley); with Manhattan project; dir Livermore Laboratories. • See: EF, 1973-1982.

Teller, Judd L; b. Tamopol, Poland, May 5 1914; d. NYC, Jan 30 1943.
Philosopher, communal ldr; author; Princeton grad. • See: AJYB, 24:208; NITimes, Nov 8 1943, 17:4.

Telson, David; b. NYC, July 27 1895.
Yale, MD NYU. • Orthopedist, NYC; radio talks about care of crippled children; author in field. • See: WWLAF, 1938; BOEAJ.

To US 1924. • Orthodox rabbi, scholar, Halakhic authority, Brooklyn; with Lubavitcher movement; editor Halakhot, Hameshad; exec com Union of Orthodox Rabbis; officer Mizrahi. • See: AJYB, 72:546; WWLAF, 1938; NTimes, Apr 3 1970, 37:4.

Temin, Annette (Mrs Henry Temin); b. NYC, Apr 8 1908.
AB Wellesley, MA U PA. • Communal worker, Philadelphia; pres Heb Sunday School Society; dir clearing house for women volunteers Fedn of Jewish Charities. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

MusB Northwestern, MusM Butler. • Violist, symphony conductor; fdr NY Festival Advanced Conductor Training Program; faculty SUNY (Brockport); music dir Brockport Symphony, NY Festival Symphony. • See: WWLAF, 8.

Temkin, Samuel; b. near Lubitch, Russia, Nov 19 1897; d. 1963.
To US 1904. • Brown, LLB Georgetown U. • Lawyer, Providence; mem RJ Judicial Council; officer Miriam Hospital; trustee Brown. • See: WWLAF, 4.

Temler, Isaac; b. near Lubitch, Russia, Dec 1895; d. Suffern, NY, Mar 7 1980.
To US 1919. • Rabbi, NYC; tchr Rabbi Jacob Joseph School; active Union of Orthodox Rabbis. • See: AJYB, 82:374.

Tepper, Louis Eugene

Tendler, Moses D; b. 1926.
Law, historian, Monsey, NY; co-discoverer of anthroponym; faculty Yeshiva; pres Assn of Orthodox Jewish Scientists. • See: EF.

To US 1920. • U Vienna, MD U Lemberg, post-grad Paris, Vienna, Budapest. • Urologist, communal, Zionist & anti-Nazi ldr, author, NYC; faculty Columbia; officer Am Jewish Cong, World Jewish Cong; mem Council of Jewish Minority Rights (Geneva); delegate Paris Peace Conf; WWI Austrian army service. • See: EF, AJYB, 64:496; WWLAF, 1928, 1938; BOEAJ, WWLAF, 8; NTimes, Dec 11 1961, 312.

Tenenbaum, Joshua (Shia); b. near Lublin, 1910.
To US 1934. • Yiddish writer, poet, memoirist. • See: EF.

Tenny, Jacob Legion; b. Chicago, Sep 16 1893.
LLB Kent Coll of Law. • Lawyer, expert on naturalization, Chicago; cr Service Mens Campaign Com; author in field; WWI service. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Tenzer, Herbert; b. NYC, Nov 1 1905.
LLB NYU. • Lawyer, NYC; pres Yeshiva Talmud Torah; active University Settlement. • See: BOEAJ.

Tepper, John Jay; b. London, Mar 25 1898.
To US 1921. • AB U London, MA U PA, PhD MHL, ordained Jewish Instr of Religion; • Rabbi, author, NYC; earlier Selma, AL, Scranton; faculty Jewish Inst of Religion, Heb Union Coll; editor Jewish Instructors Quarterly; active Central Conf of Am Rabbis. • See: WWLAF, 1938; BOEAJ.

Tepper, Samuel; b. ca 1856; d. Brooklyn, July 25 1913.
Communal worker, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):166.

Teplitz, Abraham Joseph; b. Boston, Feb 13 1901.
BS UKS. • Research chemist, Pittsburgh; with Mellon Inst, Gulf Research & Development Co. • See: WWLAF, 1938.

Teplitz, Israel B; b. ca 1899; d. Philadelphia, Jan 5 1940.
Yiddish journalist & editor, Philadelphia. • See: AJYB, 42:484.

Teplitz, Israel Selig; b. Kovno, 1848.
To Duluth, MN 1908. • Rabbi, merchant, Russia, Duluth, MN. • See: Gottlieb, 299.

Tepp, Louis Eugene; b. Brooklyn, Feb 22 1892.
NYU, NYU Law. • Newspaper publisher,
White Plains; orgr Elmsford Relief Com; district chf Natl Recovery Adm; officer Democratic County Com; exec com Boy Scout Council; military service. • See: WWI; AJYB, 1938; BEOA.

Tepper, Abram Samuel; b. Philadelphia, Jan 13 1892; d. Apr 1959. Pediatrician, Far Rockaway; with Heb Kindergarten & Infants Home; officer med soc, Am Legion; active Boy Scouts; WII service. • See: WWI; AJYB, 1938; NYTmes, Apr 15 1959, 33A.


Tepper, Joseph Meir; b. Mezritch, Russia, Feb 28 1886. To US 1926. • School of Fine Arts (Odessa), Beaux Arts (Paris). • Portrait & landscape painter, Boston. • See: UJE; WWI, 1938.

Tepper, Jules Edward; b. Brooklyn, June 7 1894; d. Dec 1972. LLB NJ Law. • Lawyer, corp counsel, Newark; commr County Bd of Taxation; active Jewish Fed Societies; exec com Am Jewish Cong. • See: AJYB, 24:208.

Tepper, Saul; b. NYC, Dec 25 1899. Illustrator, NYC; with Saturday Evening Post, Collier’s; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: AJYB, 35:129.

Thalberg, Irving Grant; b. Brooklyn, May 30 1899; d. Santa Monica, CA, Sep 14 1936. Motion picture producer, exec; “The Good Earth.” • See: UJE; AJYB, 39:598; WWI, 1928; BEOA; WWLA, 4; DAB, 2; NYTmes, Sep 15 1936, 29:3.


Thalheimer, Fanny B; b. Baltimore, Jan 12 1879; d. after 1925. In US 1907-1917. • Yiddish author, translator; influenced Di Yunge movement; known for debate about Zionism. • See: EF.


Thannhauser, Siegfried Josef; b. Munich, June 28 1885; d. Dec 18 1962. To US 1914. • MD, PhD U Munich; honorary degree. • Physician; faculty U Munich, U Heidelberg, U Freiburg, Tufts; author in field. • See: WWI, 4.

Thau, Sigmund; b. Zoblotow, Galicia, Mar 13 1877; d. May 1946. To US 1898. • Merchant, communal worker; a fdr Fedn of Galician & Bukowinian Jews of Am; fundraiser to aid Galician Jewish refugees; active Am Jewish Cong. • See: WWI, 1926; NYTmes, May 27 1946, 23:5.

Thieberg, Joseph; b. Lodz, Mar 1 1902. To Paterson 1907. • BS, LLB NYC, CPA. • Accountant, Paterson, NYC; specialty: investing public money; auditor NJ Water Commn; active professional assn, synagog. • See: WWI, 1938.


Thomashefsky, Boris/Bore (Borach Aaron); b. Kiev, May 30 1866/May 12 1868; d. NYC, July 9 1939. To US 1881. • Noted theatre actor/mgr, stage dir, Yiddish theatre pioneer in US, NYC; autobiography. • See: YE; UJE; EF; AJYB, 6(1904-1905):200-01, 24:209, 42:484; WWI, 1926, 1928; NYTmes, July 10 1939, 19:3.

Thomashefsky, Max; b. ca 1872; d. NYC, July 24 1932. Theatrical producer, NYC. • See: AJYB, 35:130.

Thomashefsky, Pnces; b. Tulna, Ukraine, 1842; d. Fallsburg, NY, 1914. To US 1881. • Yiddish playwright, actor; mem Am Olam; father of Boris Thomashefsky. • See: UJE. • *See Tomashesky, Philip.
Thurman, Blanche Stein; b. Philadelphia, Apr 3 1882.
Philadelphia Normal School. • Communal worker, NYC; org YWCA; active Israelite Nat Harmon. • See: AYB, 18(1916-1917):111.

Thurek, Max; b. Wielkieoczy, Poland, 1904; d. Chicago, Jan 25 1960.
To US 1900. • MD Rush Med Coll; honorary degree. • Surgeon, pioneer endocrinologist, Chicago; dir Internal Med Coll of Surgeons; faculty Cook County Grad School of Med, Loyola, Michael Reese; author/editor in field; autobiography. • See: UJE, WWLAf, 1926, 1928, 1938; BEOA; WWLIA; 5; DAB; 6; NYTimes, Jan 27 1960.

Business exec, NYC; officer Jewish Education Com, synagog. • See: AYB, 75:657.

Thurman, Mordecai Manuel; b. Toledo, May 17 1908.
AB U Cincinnati, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, Wilmington, DE; officer B'nai B'rith. • See: WWLIAf, 1938.

Thurman, Samuel; b. Tchernigov, Russia, Oct 24 1882; d. 1963.
Harvard, ordained Heb Union Coll. • Rabbi, St Louis; contributor local press. • See: WWLIAf, 1928; CCAF.

Tick, Irving; b. 1904; d. Brooklyn, Apr 13 1951.
Lawyer, asst US atty; trustee Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations. • See: AYB, 53:526; NYTimes, Apr 14 1951, 15:5.

Tiefeld, Sarah (Mrs); b.; d. Newark, Dec 19 1938.
Communal worker, Newark. • See: AYB, 41:432.

Tiercer, Pincus; b. ca 1869; d. Elizabeth, Nov 16 1934.
Authority on Heb, bibliophile, Elizabeth. • See: AYB, 37:262.

Tiepel, William; b. Russia, Sep 15 1884.
Phulanthropist, Cedar Rapids; pres Jewish Philanthropies; officer B'nai B'rith, synagog; natl dir Ex-Patients Tubercular Home. • See: WWLIAf, 1928.

To US ca 1895. • Heb scholar, Zionist, author; contributor Yiddish weeklies, The Day; collector talmudic & post-talmudic literature. • See: AYB, 50:524; NYTimes, May 30 1948, 351.

Tietz, Esther Bogen (Mrs Julius B Tietz); b. Cincinnati, June 12 1900.
AB Earlham, LLB U Cincinnati; lawyer, Cincinnati; mem Bd of Education (Madeira, OH); orgr Rural Taxpayers Fedn, State Assn of Bds of Education. • See: WWLIAf, 1938.

Tietz, Julius Bernhardt; b. Cincinnati, June 12 1880.
AB Earlham, LLB U Cincinnati; lawyer, Cincinnati; mem Bd of Education (Madeira, OH); orgr Rural Taxpayers Fedn, State Assn of Bds of Education. • See: WWLIAf, 1938.

Tietze, Hans; b. Praha, Austria; 1880; d. Apr 1954.

Tietzer, Aaron; b.; d. Baltimore, Dec 19 1941.
Rabbi, Baltimore. • See: AYB, 44:345.

Tilzer, Harry Von; see Von Tilzer, Harry.

Banker, NYC; with Solomon Bros; dir Heb Orphan Asylum, Corner House. • See: WWLIAf, 1928; NYTimes, Jan 11 1954, 25:2.

Tintner, Benjamin Ahnber; b. Newark, June 7 1881/1884; d. Jan 1959.
AB, MA; PhD Columbia, ordained JTS. • Rabbi, author, NYC; natl officer Reserve Officers Assn; officer NY Bd of Jewish Ministers, Assn of Reform Rabbis of NY; WWI Jewish Welfare Bd, US Military Academy, US Marine Academy chaplain. • See: WWLIAf, 1928, 1938; NYTimes, Jan 12 1959, 39:3.

Tintner, Moritz; b. Austerlitz, Moravia.
PhD U Munich. • Rabbi, NYC; earlier Europe, Brooklyn, Cleveland; authority on Talmud. • See: AYB, 5(1903-1904):103.

Tisch, Abraham Al; b. NYC, ca 1897; d. Houston, 1960.
Hotel chain exec, NYC; all-Am basketball player. • See: NYTimes, Feb 3 1960, 33:3.

Tisch, Lawrence Al; b. NJ, Mar 5 1923.
NYU, MA Wharton, MBA Harvard. • Hotel, theatre chain exec, NYC. • See: NYTimes story, Sep 6 1968; see also Feb 3 1960, 33:3 (sub Tisch, Abraham Al).

Tischler, F (Fishel) William; b. NYC, Nov 6 1890.
CCNY. • Merchant, NYC; mem Grand Jury; exec com Grand Jurors Assn; bd B'nai B'rith Home for Aged; active Republican politics, Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWLIAf, 1938; BEOA.

To NYC 1895. • Internat Business Coll (Ph Wayne). • Railroad specialist, agent, NYC; pres Young Perotl Sick & Benevolence Society; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies. • See: WWLIAf, 1938.

Tischler, Victor; b. Vienna, 1890; d. Feb 1951.
To US 1941. • Academy of Fine Arts (Vienna). • Artist; works removed from German museums. • See: UJE, NYTimes, Feb 27 1951, 282.

Tischler, William; b. Syoboszlo, Hungary, Dec 15 1883.
Communal worker, Bridgeport, CT; officer United Jewish Campaign; dir Talmud Torah. • See: WWLIAf, 1928.

Tisher, Harold; b. Odessa, Dec 15 1895.
To NYC 1913. • Ecole d'Art (Paris, Nat Academy of Design, Leonardo Da Vinci School of Art, Kunstgewerbeschule (Vienna). • Craftsman, potter, artist, metal worker, enameler, NYC; WWI service. • See: WWLIAf, 1938.

Tishman, Charles; b. Poland, Sep 15 1884; d. NYC, Nov 11 1967.
To US as boy. • Realtor, philanthropist, NYC; dir Beth Abraham Hospital; active Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, United Jewish Appeal, East Side Heb Inst. • See: AYB, 69:613; NYTimes, Nov 13 1967, 47:3.
Tobias, Harry; b. NYC, Sep 19 1895. Songwriter, Hollywood, CA; "I'll Have the Last Waltz with Mother." • See: *WWLAJ*, 1938.

Tobias, Joseph; b. 1684; d. Charlestown, SC, Jan 29 1761. Colonial South Carolina; naturalized 1741; Spanish interpreter; father, Barns Etholom. • See: *EJ*, *PAHS*, 4; *BBFJ*.


Tobias, Nettie; b. ca 1873; d. NYC, July 3 1933. Yiddish actress, NYC. • See: *AJYB*, 36;287.


Tobitsky, Arthur Victor; b. NYC, May 16 1919; d. Sep 7 1972. BA Columbia, PhD Princeton. • Chemist, Princeton; faculty Princeton; in field; student • See: *AJYB*, 16;1914-1915):166; *NY Times*, Nov 29 1913, 13:5.

Tobin, Philip; b. 1836; d. Nov 1913. To US 1851. • Merchant, Galveston, NYC; Confederate veteran. • See: *AJYB*, 16;1914-1915):166; *NY Times*, Nov 29 1913, 13:5.


Tobias, Charles; b. NYC, Aug 15 1897; d. Manhasset, July 1970. Author, composer, NYC; a fdr Am Guild of Authors & Composers; "Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer"; active professional socs. • See: *WWLAJ*, 1928; *NY Times*, July 8 1970, 4:12.


Tobias, Harry; b. NYC, Sep 19 1895. Songwriter, Hollywood, CA; "I'll Have the
Tomashefsky, Philip; b. ca 1844; d. Centerville, NY, Dec 20 1913.
Theatrical mgr, Centerville, NY. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):166. • *See Thomashefsky, Pinhus.

Tomashefsky, Anna; b. 1885?; d. NYC, June 18 1950.
Yiddish actress, NYC. • See: AJYB, 52:505.

Tomasheffsky, Morris Benjamin; b. Slutzk, Mar 3/7 1878; d. Brooklyn, Jan 6 1960.

Tomson, Bernard; b. NYC, Sep 28 1909; d. May 6 1978.
CCNY, LLB Columbia. • Lawyer, state supreme court judge, NYC; mem Nassau County Mental Health Bd; dir United Heb Immigrant Aid Soc Services. • See: WWWIA., 7; NTimes, May 11 1978, IV 14:4.

Topchevsky, Morris; b. Bialystok, Oct 15 1888/1899.
To US 1910. • Hull House, Chicago Art Inst, San Carlos Academy (Mexico City). • Artist, Chicago; officer professional assn. • See: WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Civic & communal ldr, Wilmington, DE; chm Council of Natl Defense of DE, United Palestine Appeal, Zion Commonwealth. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Realtor, Los Angeles. • See: WWWIA., 1.

Toppel, Isadore; b. Toledo, Nov 19 1903.
AB U Toledo, LLB OH State. • Lawyer, ass't general, counsel government agencies, Toledo, Columbus, OH. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Torberg, Friedrich (Kantor); b. Vienna, 1908.
To US 1940. • U Vienna, U Prague. • Novelist, poet, WWVI with Czech Legion in France. • See: UJE.

Torberg, Phineas Ha-Kohen; b. Lonza, Jan 4 1875.
To US 1898. • Maskil, Yiddish author. • See: Eisenstadt, 54.

Toczyner, Jacques; b. Antwerp, 1914.

Toczyner, Numa; b. Brody, Poland, Oct 9 1885; d. Amsterdam, Oct 8 1948.

Torok, Ervin; b. Hungary; d. NYC, Nov 4 1947.
To US ca 1908. • Ophthalmologist, NYC; facul ty U Berlin, NY Polytechnic. • See: AJYB, 50:524, NTimes, Nov 5 1947, 28:3.

Torres, Henry; b. Les Andelys, France, 1891; d. 1966.
To US 1941. • U Bordeaux, Dr of Law U Paris. • Important French politician, lawyer, defender of Jews; editor-in-chief La Voix de France; WWI French army service. • See: UJE, EF, NTimes, Jan 4 1966, 31:4.

UMI. • Chemical engineer; faculty U CA, U Cincinnati; WWI service. • See: AJYB, 55:524; WWIAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938.

Merchant, philanthropist; left money to Jewish Natl Fund. • See: EF. • UJE, NTimes, Feb 5 1979, 19:1.

Merchant, philanthropist; left money to maintain synagog, cemetery. • See: UJE, BDEAF.

Tour, Isaac; b. Holland, ca 1737; d. Kingston, Jamaica, Dec 8 1783/1784.
To Am 1760; to Jamaica after Revolution. • Rabbinical Seminary (Amsterdam). • Rabbi, colonial Am merchant, Loyalist, Newport. • See: UJE, BDEAF.

Tour, Judah; b. Newport, Apr 28 1775; d. New Orleans, Jan 3 1854.
Philanthropist, businessman, New Orleans; legacies to congregations, socs, hospitals, Jewish & Christian; Battle of New Orleans service. • See: EF, UJE, EF, FAHJS, 15:93-111; BDEAF.

Touroff, Eleanor; see Glueck, Eleanor Touroff.

Touroff, Isadore; b. Russia, July 16 1886.
MD U PA, post-grad U GA. • Physician, Philadelphia; WWI service. • See: WWWIA., 1926.
Trager, I Newton; b. Atlanta, Apr 2 1878; d. June 10 1940. 
Mfr, communal worker, Cincinnati; pres synagog; bd Union of Am Heb Congregations; officer trade assn. * See: AYJB, 42:484; WWIAJ, 1926; BEOAJ.

Trainin, Boruch Solom; b. Latvia, ca 1883; d. Brooklyn, Mar 1946.

Traidel, Benjamin D; b. ca 1850; d. NYC, June 10 1935.
Ldr, structural marble industry, NYC. * See: AYJB, 37:262.


Trattner, Ernest Robert; b. Denver, Nov 4 1896.
AB U CO, MD, MA Western Reserve. * Genito-urinary surgeon, Cleveland; faculty Western Reserve; developed methods; author in field. * See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Traubman, David; b. ca 1868; d. Beachwood, NJ, Aug 29 1939.

Internat adventurer, convert to Christianity; charged as German spy in Canada, deported from US during WWI. * See: UJE, EF; NTimes, Oct 9 1943. 13:1.


Treichman, Israel; b. Odessa, June 2 1900.
To US 1905. * BA, MA, LLB Washington U (St Louis), Rhodes Scholar, PhD Oxford U. * Lawyer, St Louis; faculty Washington U; active Civil Liberty League, Sommers Childrens Bureau, Jewish Fedn of Charities; author in field; WWI service. * See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Tremblatt, J; b. Kovno.
Rabbi, West Superior, WI. * See: AYJB, 5(1903-1904):103.


Tress, Michael G; b. NYC, Sep 23 1909; d. NYC, July 9 1967.
Business exec, Orthodox Idr; with UNRRA, refugee relief; pres Agudath Israel of Am; active Agudath Israel World Org. * See: AYJB, 69:613; FTA-DNB, July 11 1967; NTimes, July 12 1967. 43:3.

Treuhaft, William; b. Cleveland, Oct 21 1892.
Adelbert Coll, Western Reserve, Case School of Applied Science. * Mfr, civic servant, Cleveland; pres Council Educational Alliance; officer Camp Wise Assn; trustee Jewish Welfare Fund; WWI service. * See: WWIAJ, 1938; BEOAJ.

Treisch, Herbert Louis; b. Grand Rapids, Apr 3 1900.
BS, MD Emory. * Physician, Atlanta; faculty Emory; reserve service. * See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Treves, Norman; b. Crawfordsville, IN, Jan 2 1894; d. May 1947.

Triger, Jacob; b. Raszchow, Germany, Oct 6 1853; d. Little Rock/Searsdale, Sep 27 1927.

Triest, Maier; b. NYC, July 26 1901.

Triest, Montague; b. Charleston, SC, Sep 2 1871; d. before 1938.

Trietich, David; b. Dresden, 1870; d. 1935.
In NYC 1893-1899. * Zionist ldr, author, wanted to settle Jews in Cyprus; broke with Herzl. * See: EF.

Trilling, Diana Rubin (Mrs Lionel Trilling); b. 1905.
Literary critic, author, editor works of D H Lawrence; officer Am Com for Cultural Freedom. * See: EF (sub Trilling, Lionel).

Trilling, Ilia; b. Poland, ca 1896; d. NYC, Mar 2 1945.

Trilling, Lionel; b. NYC, July 4 1905; d. NYC, Nov 5 1975.

MS, MD U CA. * Physician, lung specialist, Oakland, CA; with Oakland Health Center; active Jewish Fedn, Jewish Community Center; WWI service. * See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Tripp, Samuel Seymour; b. Austria, Mar 14 1903.
To US 1912. * BS CCNY, JD NYU. * Lawyer, NYC; opinion clerk NY Supreme Court (Queens). * See: WWIAJ, 1938.

Trivas, Victor; b. Russia, ca 1896; d. NYC, Apr 1970.

Triviers, Nathan; b. Aleksrot, Russia, May 24 1878.

Trolin, Henry J; b. NYC, Mar 26 1907; d. Harrison, NY, Jan 26 1971.
Business exec, Harrison, NY; officer United Jewish Appeal, Fedn of Jewish Philanthropies, Jewish Community Center. • See: AJYB, 73:636.

Trommer, Lazarus (Elbert Aldine); b. Kremenchug, Russia, Apr 14 1888; d. Queens, Aug 8 1957.

Trommer, Marie; b. Kremenchug, Sep 29 1901.

Trommer, Sarah Sussman (Mrs Lazarus Trommer); b. NYC, Nov 1 1893.
AB Hunter, MA Columbia. • Social work admr, NYC; with Fellowship House; delegate Natl Conf of Social Work, Jewish Conf of Social Work; contributor Forward. • See: WWLAJ, 1928, 1938.

Trostwyk, Isidore; b. Holland, 1862.
Violinist, professor, New Haven. • See: AJYB, 24:209.

AB CCNY, BCS, JD, Master of Commercial Law NYU. • Brigadier General, lawyer, accountant, communal fundraiser, NYC; with Joint Distribution Com, Am Soc for Jewish Farm Settlements; active in Jewish refugee work; WWII service. • See: UJE, AJYB, 65:438; WWLAJ, 1938; WWWA, 4; JTADNB, Nov 19 1962; NYTimes, Nov 18 1962, 87:1.

Troostine, Samuel H; b. ca 1854; d. Cincinnati, Nov 13 1937.

Truman, P; b.*
Rabbi, Trenton. • See: AJYB, 7(1905-1906):125.

Trunk, Israelah; b. Kutne, Poland, July 2 1905; d. NYC, Mar 28 1981.
To US 1954. • Hebraic Humanistics Gymnasium (Lodz), MA U Warsaw. • Jewish historian, archivist, Poland, Israel, Canada, NYC; with Yiddish Inst; co-editor Bilet; prolific author in field. • See: AJYB, 83:363; NYTimes, Apr 1 1981, 10:1.

Trunk, J J (Jehiel Israelah); b. Osmols/ Lovitch, Poland, Mar 15 1887; d. NYC, July 7 1961.
To US 1941. • Yiddish author, poet, NYC; with Day-Jewish Journal; pres Jewish Pen Club (Poland); active Jewish Labor Bund; autobiography. • See: UJE, AJYB, 64:496-97; NYTimes, July 7 1961, 77:1.

Trustin, Harry; b. Chicago, Sep 15 1893.
Educational Bureau of the Union Pacific Railroad, civil engineering certificate of City of Omaha. • Engineer, city commr, Omaha; with Union Pacific Railroad, City of Omaha; officer Aleph Zadik Aleph; active in communal fundraising, Boy Scouts, Red Cross; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Tschachasov, Nahum; h. Baku, Russia, Aug 14 1899; d. NYC, Dec 14 1932.
To US 1914. • Social worker, Chicago; supervisor Marks Nathan Jewish Orphan Home; bd Natl Conf of Jewish Social Service; author in field. • See: AJYB, 43:365.

Lawyer, educator, communal ldr; a fdr Roosevelt School (Stamford, CT), Young Israel, Heb; U. • Keren Yaelnu (Israel); bd Anti-Defamation League; mem Israel Bond Cabinet. • See: AJYB, 72:2346; NYTimes, Aug 29 1970, 25:4.

Tuck, Isaac; b. ca 1858; d. Brooklyn, Apr 10 1923.
Publisher, Brooklyn. • See: AJYB, 15(1913-1914):275.

Tucker, Milton Henry; b. Duquoin, IL, June 12 1896.
AB, LLB Washington U (St Louis). • Lawyer, St Louis; dir Jewish Fedn; WWII service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.

Honorary degrees. • Operatic tenor, cantor; with Metropolitan Opera; a fdr Am-Israel Cultural Found; bd Lincoln Center, Internat Jewish Music Library. • See: AJYB, 77:601; WWLAJ, 4, NYTimes, Jan 9 1975, 1:3.

Tucker, Sophie Abuza Kalish; b. Boston/ Russia, Jan 13 1884/1887/1888; d. NYC, Feb 9 1966.
To US as infant. • Singer, musical comedy performer, philanthropist; “Last of the Red-Hot Mamas”; endowed chair at Brandeis; autobiography. • See: UJE, AJYB, 68:534; WWLAJ, 1926, 1928, 1938; WWWA, 4, DAB, 8; NW modem; NYTimes, Feb 10 1966, 1:8.

Tuholsk, Herman; b. Meseritz, Poland, Mar 27 1848; d. June 19 1922.
MD MO Med Coll; honorary degree. • Physician, St Louis; faculty Washington U. • See: AJYB, 25:141; WWLAJ, 1.

Tuholsk, M C; b.*; d. Akron, Apr 30 1846.
Physician, communal worker, Akron. • See: AJYB, 38:437.

Tulin, Abraham; b. Besode, Russia, Aug 14 1883; d. NYC, Jan 23 1973.
To US 1890. • Honorary degree. • Lawyer, Zionist ldr; author; chief Am Mission to Soviet Russia & Armenia; asst Herbert Hoover Relief Adm; exec com Zionist Org of Am, Am Zion Emergency Council; chief counsel Zionist orgs at UN. • See: AJYB, 75:657; NYTimes, Jan 24 1973, 44:2.

Tulin, Justine Wise Poilier; see Poilier, Justine Wise.

BA, LLB Yale. • Lawyer, New Haven; faculty Yale, Columbia. • See: WWLAJ, 1928; AJYB, 35:130.

Tulin, Shaia D; b. ca 1848; d. Hartford, Aug 25 1938.
Merchant, communal & philanthropic worker, Hartford. • See: AJYB, 41:432.

Tumin, Melvin Marvin; b. Newark, 1919.
Sociologist; faculty Wayne, Princeton; consult Anti-Defamation League; author in field. • See: EJ.

Tumeeer, Isidor Harrison; b. Schwirwindt, Prussia, Jan 23 1893.
To US 1895. • BS, MS U Chicago, MD Rush Med Coll, post-grad Europe, NY hospitals. • Pediatrian, allergist, Chicago; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1940.

Tunick, Isidor S; b. Stolpze, Russia, Dec 5 1880; d. Bronx, Dec 22 1949.
To US 1895. • BS, MS U Chicago, MD Rush; pediatrician, allergist, Chicago; NW med Coll, LLB Rush; MS U Chicago. • Dermatologist, communal worker, NYC; mem District Health Adm. • See: AJYB, 28:373; NYTimes, Dec 23 1949, 15:3.

Tunick, Stanley Bloch; b. NYC, Mar 6 1908.
AB, MBA CCNY, LLB Brooklyn Law, CPA NYS. • CPA, lawyer, NYC; faculty CCNY; officer professional asns; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 1918.

Tunkel, Joseph (Der Tunkeler); b. Bobisk, 1881; d. NYC, Aug 10 1949.
To US 1906-1910, to US 1940. • Yiddish humorist, author, cartoonist; fdr, editor Der Kitser, Der Groyse Kundes; staff Forward. • See: UJE, EJ, AJYB, 52:505.

Turell, Abraham M; b. NYC, Nov 21 1884; d. before 1938.
Banker, textile mfr; dir Home of the Daughters of Israel; active philanthropies, synagogue. • See: WWIAJ, 1928.

Rabbi, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 16(1914-1915):166.

Turner, Carroll Davis; b. Birmingham, June 14 1902.
Merchant, Mariana, FL; officer Red Cross Business Assn. • See: WWIAJ, 1938.

U Chicago, LLB De Paul; honorary degrees. • Lawyer, investment exec, author, Chicago; officer Nat! Lincoln Civil War Council; bd Heb Union Coll-Jewish Inst of Religion; active U Judaism; WWI service. • See: WWIAJ, 7.

Turner,Lesser; b.ca 1878; d. Miami Beach, Mar 30 1940.
Merchant, communal worker, Chicago. • See: AJYB, 42:484; NYTimes, Apr 1 1940, 19:2.

De Paul Music School, Chicago Music Coll, Am Conservatory. • Violinist, musician; concertmaster Chicago Civic Orchesta; fdr Sol Turner and His Continentals. • See: WWIAJ, 7.

To US 1912. • Business exec, philanthropist, Zionist; nat! officer Zionist Org of Am; officer United Givers Fund; dir US Chess Fed; delegate World Jewish Cong; WWII service. • See: AJYB, 80:373.

Rabbi, Lublin, NYC; fdr Chicago Cong, active bar assn. • See: WWIAJ, 1918.

Tuska, Gustave Robisher; b. NYC, July 15 1913; d. May 28 1931.
BS, MS CCNY, CE Columbia. • Consultant, government, advisor, NYC; dir Hebrew Technical Inst; author in field. • See: AJYB, 6(1904-1905):201, 24:209; WWIAJ, 1.

Tuska, Mordecai; b. Germany; d. Rochester, NY, 1871.
To Rochester, NY 1849. • Rabbi, Rochester, NY. • See: UJE (sub Tuska).

Tuska, Morris; b. Vesprim, Hungary, ca 1831; d. Feb 3 1903.
To NYC 1844. • Commercial worker, 49er, wholesale merchant, NYC; fdr United Heb Charity Org, Heb Technical Inst; officer Heb Benevolent & Orphan Asylum. • See: AJYB, 5(1903-1904):216; NYTimes, Feb 4 1903, 9:5.

Tuska, Samuel A; b. NYC, Jan 5 1865; d. Meran, Austria, Nov 1907.

Tuska, Simon; b. Vesprim, Hungary, 1835; d. Memphis, 1870/1871.
To US 1849. • U Rochester, Rochester Theological Seminary, JTS (Breslau). • Reform rabbi, author, Memphis; friend of M Wise. • See: UJE (sub Tuska); EJ, 50:79-97.

Tutur, Julius; b. Winnweiler, Germany, Nov 26 1862; d. June 1950.
To Fremont, OH 1881. • Mfr, apparel merchant, Cleveland. • See: WWIAJ, 1938; NYTimes, June 17 1950, 15:4.

Tuvin, Abe; b. NYC, May 10 1894; d. NYC, Jan 15 1958.
Communal exec; with Jewish Nat! Fund, Am Zionist Council, Israel Corp of Am. • See: AJYB, 60:358; NYTimes, Jan 16 1958, 292.

Tuvin, Joseph; b. Brooklyn, ca 1896; d. NYC, Dec 1967.
Labor union officer, NYC, with ILGWU; chf Brooklyn Womens Hospital; bd Central Trades & Labor Council; active Am Labor Party, Liberal Party. • See: NYTimes, Dec 19 1967, 47:3.

Tuvin, Judith; see Holliday, Judy.

Tuwin, Julian; b. Lodz, 1894; d. Zakopane, Poland, Dec 27 1953.
To US 1939, to Poland after WWII. • U Lodz. • Noted Polish poet; contributor Daily Worker. • See: UJE, EJ, NYTimes, Jan 5 1954, 27:4.

Twerski, Jacob Israel; b. Hornistopoli, Russia, 1899; d. 1973.

In US by 1950. • Rabbi, Lublin, NYC; fdr Tradition, Beth Din of Am; served as liaison, advisor to governments; active Rabbinical Council of Am. • See: AJYB, 82:374.

Twersky, Isadore; b. Boston, 1930.
Ordained RIETS, Harvard. • Heb literature & philosophy scholar, author; faculty Harvard. • See: EJ.

Twersky, Jacob J; b. Russia, ca 1902; d. Chicago, May 14 1945.

Twersky, Joseph; b. Skvira, Ukraine, 1900; d. NYC, Mar 31 1968.
To US 1948. • Rabbi, hassidic ldr, Brooklyn; fdr hassidic village (New Square, Rockland
County); to Rumania with followers during WWII. • See: AJYB, 70:526; NYT Times, Apr 1 1968, 45:4.


Twersky, Yohanan (Iohanan); b. Shpikov, Ukraine, May 24 1900/1902; d. 1967. To US 1926, to Israel 1947. • U Berlin, Russian Scientific Inst. • Reb novelist, journalist, Bronx; faculty Heb Coll (Boston), JTS. • See: EJ; WWLAJ, 1928.

Twworkov, Jack; b. Biala, Poland, 1900; d. Mar 4 1982.

To US 1913. • Columbia, Natl Academy of Design, Art Students League; honorary degrees. • Artist; faculty Yale; widely exhibited. • See: WWLAJ, 8.

Tworogor, Philip; b. NYC, Sep 16 1869. LLB Harvard. • Lawyer, police judge, Boston, Seattle; officer synagog; active Democratic Party, Republican Progressive Party, veterans orgs; Spanish-Amer War service. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.


Tyre, Ben; b. Skopiskis, Russia, Dec 15 1891. To Los Angeles 1907. • Glass & paint mfr, Los Angeles; pres Mt Sinai Home for Incurables; dir Fdn of Jewish Welfare Orgs. • See: WWLAJ, 1938.